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Part 1 Today’s word
else /els/

Part 2 Examples
1 It’s not my bag. It must be someone else’s.
2 The book isn’t here. Where else should I look?
3 He came to see you. Why else would he come?
4 After I’d thanked them I didn’t know what else to say.

Part 3 Practice
A Slowly, with six stresses, use a rising tone on ‘KNOW’ and a falling tone on ‘SAY’:

// I DIDn't KNOW // WHAT ELSE to SAY //

B A bit faster, with three stresses, use a falling tone starting on the first syllable of ‘SAY’:
// i DIDn’t know WHAT else to SAY //

C Faster again, with two stresses at different speeds. Make the words in capital letters loud and clear, 
and all the other words soft. Use a falling tone starting on ‘SAY’.

C1 // i DIDn’t know what else to SAY // 120
C2 // i DIDn’t know what else to SAY // 200
C3 // i DIDn’t know what else to SAY // 300

D Look at the table below. Add two sentences of your own in rows 4 and 5. In pairs, say the sentences 
to each other. As you listen to your partner, make sure that the syllables in lower case letters 
(i, n’t, know, etc) are soft, and that ‘DID’ and ‘SAY/DO/GO’ are loud and clear. 

1 i DID n’t know what else to SAY

2 i DID n’t know what else to DO

3 i DID n’t know where else to GO

4

5

Part 4 Pairwork
1 Now we will add a reply to these sentences. 

In pairs, take turns saying A and B’s parts.

A // i DIDn’t know what else to SAY // 
B // OH // WHAT a PIty //
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Words Alive!

➤ HINT: where/look, where/stay, who/ask

2 Now make similar replies to the other sentences in
the table, and practice them in pairs:

A // i DIDn’t know what else to DO // 
B // OH // WHAT a PIty //

A // i DIDn’t know where else to GO // 
B // OH // WHAT a PIty //

A // i DIDn’t know ......................... // 
B // OH // WHAT a PIty //

A // i DIDn’t know .......................... // 
B // OH // WHAT a PIty //


